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A new exciting instrument at FLASH...

Since summer 2007 a new diagnostic tool is implemented in FLASH. With the Infrared Undulator you get radiation in the wavelength range (1-200)µm.

This will give us the opportunity to characterize the longitudinal bunch profile of the short electron bunches produced by FLASH in a manner similar to other frequency-domain techniques using infrared radiation.

Why using the undulator instead of other techniques?

- Usual coherent diagnostics use broadband spectra
- Short wavelength regime most interesting
- Narrow band source
- Being able to tune the undulator to a certain wavelength

Some facts...

- Undulator: electromagnetic, 40mm gap, 9 periods of 40cm, 44 poles a maximum field of 1.18T (K = 44 @500MeV)
- Situated after FEL-undulator and before the electron dump
- By using the same bunch as FEL, VUV and infrared light naturally synchronized! Opportunity for pump-probe-experiments.

The Set-up

DSSM (dispersive Spectrometer)
Production of first order by reflective grating as filter, afterwards same grating in front of the mirror

Gratings:
1. 7.9 lp/mm covers 99-166µm;
2. 20 lp/mm covers 39-65µm
3. 30 lp/mm covers 26-43µm (change by linear movers)

Beam will be prepared by optics not to have a diameter greater than 20mm
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Outlook...

- Installing prevacuum set-up in experimental hall to get more accurate spectra as soon as possible
- After commissioning of new infrared beamline a port in the tunnel 10m behind the undulator will be available for intensity measurements.
  → A prevacuum set-up will be installed with a movable pyro-detector

Ideas:
- Characterizing the source
- After spectrum is quiet understood: scan of the formfactor by tuning the undulator through whole range of wavelengths and measuring the intensity for each. Comparing with simulated single electron spectrum you can figure the form factor → bunch profile.